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The longitudinal spin-lattice relaxation time Tr of the divacancy in silicon, in its
positively charged state, was determined in the temperature region between l0 and
30 K. The study was made by measuring the line shape and amplitude of the electron
paramagnetic resonance spectrum of V! (the Si-G6 spectrum) in a static magnetic
field of 8.24 kOe. The passage conditions in observing the resonances were varied
through the transition from adiabatic fast (ar-Tr > 1) to adiabatic slow (ar.Ir < l)
with respect to the audiofrequency (ar-) modulation field. Explicit formulas are
derived to describe line shapeand amplitude ofthe resonance in the transitionregion
around e)^Tr: l The spin-lattice relaxation time found is given bv ft(s) :3.4 x
105 x f(K)-6'6, which demonstrates that the Raman two-phonon process is the
active relaxation mechanism.

INTRODUCTION

The divacancy is one of the prominent radiation damage centers in silicon. Contrary
to the simpler intrinsic defects, the lattice vacancy and the interstitial, the divacancy
has zero mobility at room temperature. Divacancies are easily produced, rather
uniformly distributed as stable and isolated defects, by a room temperature electron
irradiation. Thanks to these favorable circumstances divacancies in silicon are already
intensively investigated. Mainly spectroscopic techniques were used in the experimental
studies: infrared absorption (14), photoconductivity (5-9), electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) (10-13), and electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) (14).
From motional effects (2, 3, 12) and annealing behavior (2,4, 12, 15, 16) the migrational
properties and stability of this defect were derived. Though therefore the divacancy
is a well-investigated defect spin-lattice relaxation rates of it have never been reported.

Depending upon the Fermi level the divacancy will assume one of four possible
charge states, ranging from singly positive in p-type to doubly negative in n-type
silicon. Three energy levels located in the bandgap are associated with the divacancy
(12).Divacancies may be embedded in the host silicon crystal in twelve distinct orienta-
tions. For each ofthe four possible vacancy-vacancy axes in the silicon lattice ((lll)-
directions) there exist three atomic configurations slightly differing by a Jahn-Teller
distortion.

In its positively charged state the divacancy, V!, is a paramagnetic center. Arising
from a single unpaired electron spin the center has S: ]. The corresponding EPR
spectrum was designated Si-G6 (17). The angular dependence of the resonance lines
is conveniently described by the spin-Hamiltonian ,/f :pH'g'S, with principal
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g-tensor components g r : 2.N04, gz : 2.0020, and 93 : 2.0041 . Hyperfine interactions
with 2eSi nuclei, located close to the divacancy in the silicon crystal, are the origin of
inhomogeneous broadening of the resonance. In a regular EPR experiment the greater

part of this broadening is not resolved leading to a full linewidth at half maximum
(FWHM) between 1.5 and2.0 Oe.

A resonance spectrum of V[, as recorded for Hll(100), is shown in Fig. 3a. In this
particular direction of the magnetic field H, along a high symmetry crystallographic
axis, resonance lines corresponding to four of the divacancy orientations coincide
at the low field resonance ( - 8230 Oe). The divacancies in the remaining eight orienta-
tions also yield only one resonance line at the higher field ( - 8240 Oe).

Resonance conditions are specified by two internal parameters, which are determined
by the nature of the paramagnetic center and the environment to which it is coupled.
These are the inhomogeneous linewidth ÁH and the spin-lattice relaxation time
Zr. Knowledge of these two parameters is required to perform a magnetic resonance

experiment (EPR or ENDOR) under well-controlled conditions.
In this paper we report a study ofthe spin-lattice relaxation ofthe divacancy in the

positively charged state. The longitudinal spin-lattice relaxation time Tt was measured
in the temperature interval between 10 and 30 K. The experimental method consisted
of observing the line shapes and amplitudes of the EPR signal under various passage

conditions. To analyze the results formulas were derived which are continuously
valid in the region around @^Tr:1. In this region the passage conditions change

from adiabatic slow (a^7, < l) to adiabatic fast (co-21 > l) with respect to the audio-
frequency modulation of the magnetic field. This is elaborated in the next section of
this paper. Application of the theoretical development to the determination of the
spin-lattice relaxation time of Z] is described subsequently.

LINE SHAPES

In a magnetic resonanc€ experiment spectra are usually recorded keeping the micro-
wave frequency at a constant value crlo, while the magnetic field is slowly swept to
satisfy the resonance condition has: gf H.. The magnetic field Í1 is composed of a
static field Hs and a component H't whicll^ varies linearly in time with scan rate H':
H : Ho + H' t. Time and magnetic field scale are fixed by the requirement that Í : 0,

H: Ho are at the center of the resonance. From the resonance condition one finds
@o: !Ho, with y representing the gyromagnetic ratio. For g : 2, as is nearly the case

for unpaired divacancy electrons in silicon, y:CPlh:1.76 x l0? Oe-1 s-1. On the
slowly varying external field Í1the modulation field Í/-sinar-Í is superposed. The
microwave field, with amplitude 2Hrand frequency rrre, is applied at right angles to the
external field.

Inhomogeneous broadening ofthe resonance lines arises from hyperfine interactions
with 2eSi nuclei, present in any normal crystal with the natural abundance of 4.7 \.
To be specific rve assume a Gaussian distribution of the hyperfine fields Í/nr, expressed

by

w(H à : (l | Á H(2n)r t 2) sxp (- H ;r | 2Á H 2),

with the total probability normalized to unity. For the high field Hll(100) resonance

of the positive divacancy in silicon the linewidth ÁH eqtals 0.85 Oe.
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Resonance conditions are characterized by seven parameters. Two ofthese are the
internal parameters already mentioned in the introduction: the hyperfine width
ÁH and the spin-lattice relaxation time Zr. Apart from these there are five external
parameters: static magnetic field Í/o, scan rate H', microwave field 11r, modulation
field amplitude H^, and modulation frequency @-. Without loss of generality the
number of line shape parameters may be reduced from seven to five by defining the
new dimensionless quantities ho: HolÁH, h: HrlÁH, hn: H^IÁH, a^7, and.

It:TrH'lHr. We also introduce h: H'tlÁH:(H - HàlÁH.
Our derivation of line shapes is based on the Bloch equations (18). In our samples

the concentration of divacancies is low. Dipolar interaction fields between the para-
magnetic centers are therefore small compared to the microwave field. In this case it
is allowed to ignore spin-spin relaxation and to put the transverse relaxation time T,
equal to the longitudinal relaxation time Tr (19). The solution of the Bloch equations
is facilitated by introducing the rotating coordinate system. The linearly polarized
microwave field is decomposed into two oppositely rotating components. Only one
of these needs to be considered as long as fr1 ( hs and lhl 4 ho, assumptions which are
readily met in practice. A solution of Bloch's differential equations in terms of certain
integrals was obtained by Portis (20).The results are only valid if the passage through
resonance is adiabatic, i.e. for H'4yH? and a^H^4yH?, and saturation of the
resonancer lHrTr) 1. Again these conditions are easily met. In adiabatic passage

through resonance the magnetization will remain parallel to the effective field in the
rotating frame. From this fact it follows that the absorption component X" of the
magnetic susceptibility X will be negligible in comparison with the dispersion component

X'. Two further assumptions need to be made in order to proceed and to arrive at
useful expressions. The first of these, á- ( ár, allows a series expansion of integrands
to be made as a power series of à-/ár. In the results to be presented only the leading
term in this expansion is retained. The second approximation, I ( rrr-Tr, implies a
slow linear scan compared to the modulation. This assumption enables one to evaluate
certain integrals by repeated integration by parts.

A result reached finally for 74is, which is the component of the dispersion 90'out of
phase with the applied modulation, reads:

The symbol ;6o here represents the static paramagnetic susceptibility. The remaining
integral is conveniently handled by series expansion, yielding

xJoQ): -{(2n)tt2 hh,hffinexp(-h2p)'{c,+ lQC, - c2)h?h2 + o@4)}, Ul

where the functions C,, defined by

Cn(ht):
n(2n -2)I

22n-2{(n - l) !}' dx'#exn (-h?x'12),
T
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are related to the complementary error function:

Ct(h) : erfc(h,l{2). exp(h?l2'),

C2(h) : h1(2ln)tt2 + (l - hl) Ct,etc.
A symmetrical line shape is predicted by these formulas. For the special case á1( I
the equations take the much simpler form:

x|'1á) : -LB(2n)t 
t z 

xo holb +exp (-h' I z).hrl + otl^7 ,

x;,@) : g(2n)L t 2 
Xo hohr*, (-h' I 2) {&

2c,* c,++(ffi+ 4cL- c2

l2l

The resonance line shape is a reproduction ofthe hyperfine envelope. The validity ofthe
expressions is restricted to the interior of the volume shown hatched in Fig. l. Also

0rT1

Frc. l. The expressions for X"s are valid inside the hatched volume. Roman numerals indicate the
passage cases distinguished by Portis (20).

indicated in this figure are the ranges ofvalidity ofvarious passage cases as considered
by Portis (20). An important thing to note is the applicability of our expressions
continuously across the boundar! @^Tr: l. For @^Tr) 1 the passage through
resonance is called fast as the spin packets do not relax considerably between successive
modulation cycles. For slow passage, i.e., not fast passage, the modulation period is
long compared to the relaxation time Z, (21 , 22). The restraint h^< h is an annoying
one as it limits the experiments to conditions where the sigrral is small. On the other
hand the restriction p 4 a^Tr is automatically satisfied in the usual experimental
circumstances.

For Xj, which is the dispersion component of the magnetic susceptibility in phase

with the magnetic field modulation, results are more complicated. However, for
conditions of slow linear scan, i.e. for;r ( l, we obtain:

- i,(?")''' ) 
h? h' + o (h\l' t 3 l
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Depending on the values of a^7, and h, this formula describes a variety of resonance
line shapes. Examples are shown in Fig. 2. All line shapes are symmetric with respect
to H : flo, a result that no longer holds true for pà l. Curve a represents the boundary
between the regions with positive or negative resonance signal at t :0, H : Hs. This
curve is given by the equation:

o)^Tt: {2(C2 - Ct)l(2C, - Cr)}t/'

Curve b in Fig. 2 separates the regions with and without
around t : 0 in the otherwise negative signal.

t4l

a positively directed dip

00
0.1

Frc. 2. Typica! line shapes of yi for,n" o"rï"ïJt."nditions H^4Ht, p4a^Tr,and p( l.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

For our experiments p-type silicon, doped with 5 x 1016 boron atoms per cm3 and
with a dislocation density of 2 x lOa cm-2, was used as starting material (23). Samples
were irradiated with 1.5 MeY electrons at room temperature. A total dose of I .0 x 1018

electrons per cm2 was divided equally on two opposite sides to enhance the uniformity
of defect production. This resulted in a density of divacancies of 8 x 101s cm-3 (24).
Defect production was monitored by measuring the resistivity, which rose from a
pre-irradiation room temperature value of 0.34 Ohm'cm to a final 3.3 Ohm'cm.
The samples remainedp-type, as confirmed by hot point checks, ensuring that divacan-
cies were in the positive charge state.

Magnetic resonance experiments were carried out in a superheterodyne spectrometer
operating in the K-band. For our microwave frequency of 23.1GHz and for g:2
resonances are found at H:8250 Oe. The spectrometer was tuned to observe the
dispersion signal. Phase sensitive detection with the audiofrequency modulation
component of the magnetic field was employed.

The microwave cavity was a cylinder with height equal to the diameter, resonating
in the TE011 mode. The silicon sample was also cylindrical in shape; it was ground
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to a diameter of 1.5 mm and cut to a height of 3.0 mm. This small sample was mounted
along the cavity axis and in the middle of the cavity, supported by a pedestal consisting
of a thin fused quartz rod. In this way the whole of the sample volume is in the region
of nearly uniform and maximum microwave field. The cavity was coupled critically
to the waveguide. This allows the microwave field 2Hrinside the cavity to be calculated
from the power incident upon the cavity and from its quality factor Q. The Q of the
cavity, which depended weakly on temperature, was determined from the cavity
bandwidth. In actual experiments I{ equalled 0.5 Oe.

To avoid screening of the modulation field by the skin effect a thin walled silver
coated epibond cavity was constructed. The modulation field amplitude Í/- was
calibrated, for all modulation frequencies used, by a pickup coil located in the center
of the cavity. Experiments were performed with 11- : 0.1 Oe.

The temperature of the sample was measured with a Au(0.03 f Fe)-Chromel
thermocouple fastened to the cavity bottom. Temperatures could be raised with the
help of a resistance heater wound bifilar around the copper cavity bottom. While
recording resonances the temperature was kept constant within 0.1 K.

A reference sample, a tiny piece of heavily phosphorus doped silicon showing the
isotropic conduction electron line at g : 1.99875 (25), was also mounted in the cavity.
This sample served the purpose of phase reference and of check on the variation of
sensitivity with temperature due to the Boltzmann factor.

In all measurements the static magnetic field Ho was parallel to a (100) crystallo-
graphic axis of the sample containing the divacancies.

RESULTS

To apply the formulas of the section on line shapes the actual experimental passage

conditions must be in agreement with the underlying assumptions. Values of the
external parameters as realized in the experiments were I1r:0.5 Oe, 11-:0.1 Oe,
and H':0.17 Oe/s. All resonances were recorded under conditions of adiabatic
passage and of saturation. The condition F 4 @^Tr which is equivalent to H' ( a4,H,
and therefore independent of Z, and the temperature, is also satisfied.

Most information on spin-lattice relaxation was obtained by observing the 90'
out of phase signal. A typical Xjo resonance spectrum is shown in Fig. 3a. The line shape

resembles the Gaussian hyperfine envelope, as predicted by Eqs. [1] and [2]. A slight
broadening occurs because fI, is not small compared to the hyperfine linewidth /tL
From the full width at half maximum we deduce ÁH:0.85 Oe. The maximum ampli-
tude at á : 0 is given by (Eq. [1]) :

lz,í"(o)l : g12n)tt2 xo h"fi ffir,.
Thevariationofamplitudewithtemperatureisgovernedbythefactorcr.^T1f(l + @AT?),
and is independent of p, h1, and fr-. Therefore an exact knowledge of these parameters
is not required, an approximate knowledge, to judge whether the passage conditions
are satisfied, suffices. The Xj6 signal amplitude reaches a maximum for the temperature
for which e)^Tr:1 ; then a^T1l(l + cnz^f i1 equals 0.5. For both larger and smaller
7r, corresponding to lower and higher temperatures respectively, the signal amplitude
is smaller. In Fig. 4 the temperature dependence of fJo(0) is shown for four different
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values of the modulation frequency f^: a^12n. The modulation frequencies applied
in the experiments weref- :19.6,81.9, 323, and l52l Hz. The maxima of the curves

are normalized to the theoretical 0.5. From each curve, using the relationship ljo(0)

Frc. 3. Experimental divacancy spectra: (a) the 90" out of phase signal zío, @) the in phase signal

/ under passage conditions for which zJ(0) - 0.

20

T (KI

Frc. 4. The temperature dependence of zJo(O) for various modulation frequencies /,.

is proportional to a^Trf (l + @?^T?), the relaxation time T1 may then be calculated as

function of the temperature over the range of the measurements. Results of these
calculations yield the four straight lines, which, labeled with the relevant modulation
frequency, are presented in Fig. 5.

Some additional infonnation was obtained by observing the in phase component Xj
under conditions of slow linear scan : p ( l. At low temperatures the signal is negative,

(ol

3010

Í lHzl
m'
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or in equivalent terms 180' out of phase (20). Upon increasing the temperature a
positive dip around h:0 appears in the signal. This starts from the passage conditions
represented by curve b in Fig. 2. For still higher temperatures the conditions of curve
a in Fig. 2 are reached. Under these passage conditions fí0) : 0, which gives the easily
recognizable line shape as shown encircled in Fig. 2. An experimentally observed
spectrum for this particular case is reproduced in Fig. 3b, together with a trace ofthe
reference signal as a phase marker. For the highest temperatures the signal is positive,

104

t52 I

10 
ib 20 25 30

T (K)

Ftc. 5. The reciprocal of the spin-lattice relaxation time Tr of the positive divacancy in silicon as
function of the temperature T. Modulation frequencies are labels to the curves, black squares (l)
represent the íJ results.

or 0o out of phase, for most of the time, and has a shape which is typical for a dispersion
derivative. In our experiments conditions of slow linear scan, ;r ( 1, were realized.
The transition from negative to positive Xj(0), curve a in Fig. 2, is then given by Eq.

[4]. To utilize this relation for a determination of Z, it is necessary to know hras C,
and C, are functions of this parameter. In our experimental case Hr:0.5 Oe and, ÁH :
0.85 Oe, from which it follows that a^7': 1.1 for fó(0):0. This fact allows one to
determine Tt for one temperature for every modulation frequency. Results of this
measurement procedure are shown separately in Fig. 5, and are seen to support the

1jo results.
A least-squares adjustment of all experimental data to a formula of the type

T tr : aTt was made. The result, valid in the temperature interval 10 K < 7 < 30 K, is
a:2.9 x 10-6 s-1, ó : 6.6, with the temperature Z expressed in Kelvin. For this
analysis only data from the higher field resonance for Holl(100) were used. The smaller
line at lower magnetic field, corresponding to four divacancy orientations, yielded
results identical within experimental error.

l5
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DISCUSSION

From the temperature dependence of the relaxation time we conclude that the
Raman two-phonon proc€ss is the active spin-lattice relaxation mechanism. In Raman
scattering one phonon is absorbed, while subsequently a phonon with energy differing
by the Zeeman splitting is emitted. The whole process results in spin flip with conserva-
tion of total energy (2ó). Dependent on conditions the Raman process will reveal
itself by a typical variation with temperature (26-30). A theoretically predicted seventh
power law is frequently observed. Our power law exponent, b :6.6, is slightly lower
than this theoretical value. This discrepancy is partly due to the fact that temperatures
in our experiments were not always low compared to the Debye temperature of trans-
verse phonons in silicon, 0t:212 K (31).

Not much is known about spin-lattice relaxation of other radiation induced defects
in silicon. For the substitutional oxygen impurity (,{-center) much longer relaxation
times were observed for Zbetween 2 and 4K(32).

Contrary to this unsatisfying situation spin-lattice relaxation processes of shallow
donor electrons are rather well understood. For these impurities direct, Raman, and
Orbach relaxation mechanisms were identified experimentally by the corresponding
characteristic temperature dependences (30, 33-35). Also the efect of the magnetic
field strength and the anisotropy of the spin-lattice relaxation, i.e. its dependence
upon the orientation of the magnetic field with respect to the crystal axes, were studied
(3ó). The theoretical description of spin-lattice relaxation here is quite satisfactory
(30,37-39). Preliminary experimental data indicate that a similar wealth of phenomena
is to be expected for the deep level defects. Its further exploration and explanation is
left to future research.
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